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The Museum of Glass and Costume Jewellery in Jablonec nad Nisou is in charge of several thousand pieces of spa and commemorative glass. This exhibition presents the best and most interesting examples from the collection - from luxurious engraved cups to cheap souvenir glasses from fairs, from high-quality spa goblets to common porrons. The collection is also home to contemporary work by five glass artists - Ivana Houserová, Eva Vlčková, Barbora Křivská, Martin Hlubuček and Bohumil Eliáš Jr. - and by students from the School of Applied Arts in Glassmaking in Železný Brod, who took on the subject of “Miraculous Springs” in their own way. The exhibition also contains a selection of contemporary awards made of glass for the winners of prestigious and popular competitions […] and profiles of three traditional producers of luxury commemorative items (Moser, Rückl Crystal and Ajeto).